
Abdelrazak Khamess Rageh

LANGUAGES
Arabic (Mother language)
English (Very Good)
German (Good)

Objective
Proficient electrical engineer with 12 years of experience researching,
developing, and testing a variety of electrical systems.
Expertise in conducting field studies to determine what capabilities a
product needs to have. Skilled in listening to problems client has with
a product and reaching an amicable conclusion on how to rectify the
situation.

Work Experience
 Electrical Engineer at Al-Khonaini

International CO.LTD .
 KSA (3/2016 - Present)

Functional Tasks :
 Lead the Electrical Team for the project.
 Direct managing and supervision for the electrical

work to maintain the performance on jobsite.
 Supervised electrical wiring installation in

commercial and industrial building.
 Electrical calculations for power including demand

load & SLD .
 Coordinate with Aramco & SEC .
 Reporting the electrical work items to the project

manager
 Preparing the submittals of electrical materials and

reporting to the QC and Project Manager.
 Responsible for production of documents in support

of the project designer, CAD drawings, ensuring
drawings comply with SEC,NEC&SBC standards and
Project specifications , verifying completeness and
accuracy of drawings and overall quality of CAD
documents.

 Conducted routine and periodic preventive
building systems maintenance checks.

 Electrical Project Engineer at Specialized
Projects Co. LTD.

 KSA (1/2014 - 3/2016)

 Electrical Project Engineer at Bindelamah
Cont. Est.

 Al Qassim - KSA (10/2011 - 12/2013)

Functional Tasks :
 Project preparation, scheduling, coordination and

control.
 Evaluation of all equipment and materials used in

the project.
 Re-test all completed electrical installations and

work and ensure that they are working as required.
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Follow up on work, budget, schedule, plans and
employee performance and regularly report on
project status.
Define and distribute responsibilities to the team within
the project.
Follow-up achievements and set delivery times.
Executive Engineer in executing, monitoring and
coordinating electrical works.
Follow up all electromechanical works on site and
make the required coordination with other
Departments to make sure that all activities as per the
required Sequence of work.

 Instrumentation Engineer at Integrated
Solution OF Automation System (AEE).
Egypt (8/2008 - 9/2011)

Projects
 Electrical Building Engineer at King

Salman International Complex for
Maritime Industries and Services.
(1/2019 - Present)

 South Dhahran Home Ownership Project.
(3/2016 - 1/2019)

 Project Housing trainers and trainees for
the program of General Motors in Riyadh.
(1/2014 - 3/2016)

 Aryaf Gharbya st-2 project& SEC in Al
Qassim.
(10/2011 - 1/2014)

 Many projects as instrumentation
engineer with (AEE).
(8/2008 - 10/2011)

EDUCATION
BS . Electrical Power and Machines from
Helwan University (2003 - 2008)



Membership
 Member at Saudi Council of Engineers.

 Member at Egyptian Engineers Syndicate.

 Member at National Council of Examiners for
Engineering and Surveying.

 Control by contactors from Salesian Institute
"DONBOSCO” (2011) .

 Fundamentals of Electrical and computer
Engineering "NCEES” (2019) .

 Complex problem solving skills.
 Persuasion skills to effectively communicate my side

of a disagreement.
 Troubleshooting skills.
 Ability to manage personnel resources to figure out

where an individual’s talents can be best utilized.
 Good knowledge of control and remote monitoring

systems.
 Ability to prepare electrical plans using the

AutoCAD program.
 Ability to deal with various types of electrical and

electronic devices and to identify malfunctions.
 Team Leader.
 Fast learner.
 Can work under pressure while maintaining high

levelof energy adaptation.
 Good personality and communicating work with

groups.
 Excellent Command of Computer.
 Saudi Driving License.

REFERENCES
 References available upon request.

SKILLS

Certificates


